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Linux Kernel Module Programming GuideIuniverse Inc, 2000
So, you want to write a kernel module. You know C, you've written a number of normal programs to run as processes, and now you want to get to where the real action is, to where a single wild pointer can wipe out your file system and a core dump means a reboot. Welcome to the club. Linux Kernel Module Programming Guide is for people who want to...
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Visible Thought: The New Psychology of Body LanguageRoutledge, 2004
Geoffrey  Beattie breathes new life into a thousand tired old clichés about body  language. This is a fascinating book on two levels. The first is a  serious scientific one arguing for new ideas about nonverbal  communication. The second level is perhaps a shade less Nature and a  dash more Heat or Hello. As Big Brother psychologist,...
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Search Engine Optimization: An Hour a DaySybex, 2006
Drive Targeted Traffic to Your Website
   

   A Step-by-Step Guide   

   As bracing as a shot of espresso, Search Engine Optimization: An Hour a Day offers brisk advice, bite-sized tasks, and straightforward tools to help you significantly increase visibility for your website on all the major...
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Hello! iOS DevelopmentManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Hello! iOS Development is a tutorial designed for novice iOS developers. Using the Hello! style of User Friendly cartoons and illustrations, this entertaining book will guide you step-by-step as you write your first apps for the iPhone and iPad and add them to the App Store.

	
		About...
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Learn Android App DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Learn Android App Development is a hands-on tutorial and useful reference. You'll quickly get up to speed and master the Android SDK and the Java that you need for your Android Apps.


	The Android SDK offers powerful features, and this book is the fastest path to mastering them—and the rest of the Andorid...
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Internet of Things Programming Projects: Build modern IoT solutions with the Raspberry Pi 3 and PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A practical project-based guide to help you build and control your IoT projects

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the full potential of IoT with the combination of Raspberry Pi 3 and Python
	
			Build complex Python-based applications with IoT
	
			Work on various IoT projects...
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Professional ADO.NET 3.5 with LINQ and the Entity Framework (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Language Integrated Query (LINQ), as well as the C# 3.0 and VB 9.0 language extensions to support it, is the most import single new feature of Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework 3.x. LINQ is Microsoft’s first attempt to define a universal query language for a diverse set of in-memory collections of generic objects, entities persisted...
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Migrating to Swift from Web DevelopmentApress, 2015

	Migrating to Swift From Web Development gives you the ability to create native iOS apps using the latest Swift programming language. Starting with preparing your latest Xcode 6 Integrated Development Environment and introducing just enough iOS application framework fundamentals, you'll understand how to create a simple but...
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Programming Like a Pro for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Are you ready to learn how to program a computer? You'll do just that in this book. PROGRAMMING LIKE A PRO FOR TEENS is written in a friendly, unassuming voice that makes it possible for you to master the ideas and concepts that professionals use for programming every day. You learn algorithmic thinking and problem-solving in addition to...
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Kubernetes Microservices with DockerApress, 2016

	Start using Kubernetes in complex big data and enterprise applications, including Docker containers. Starting with installing Kubernetes on a single node, the book introduces Kubernetes with a simple Hello example and discusses using environment variables in Kubernetes. 

	 


	Next, Kubernetes Microservices with...
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Beginning JavaFXApress, 2010

	The open source JavaFX platform offers a Java-based approach to rich Internet application (RIA) development—an alternative to Adobe Flash/Flex and Microsoft Silverlight. At over 100 million downloads, the new JavaFX is poised to be a significant player now.


	Written by a JavaFX engineer and developer, this book is one of the...
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How to Make Real Money in Second Life: Boost Your Business, Market Your Services, and Sell Your ProductsMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	SIGN ON. SAY HELLO.


	START MAKING MONEY.


	With a population in the millions and a monthly growth rate of 20 percent, Second Life® is a virtual 3-D world bursting with opportunities in areas like real estate, legal practice, and marketing, corporate connections, and people just like you. This all-in-one...
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